A Brief Message from the Inner Guides
We begin this message with an invocation to the Sun, the benefactor of our planet by every measure.
It is from the Sun that all beings, on every plane of manifestation, draw the sustenance of Life. It is
from the heart of the Sun that the awakening human soul draws spiritual sustenance. We ask that
Life more abundant may continue to reveal Itself in and through the Soul of Humanity as dawn
breaks upon the new era.
The influx of cosmic energies that will reconfigure the contours of Earth is quickly gaining in
intensity, in perfect alignment with the divine blueprint for the evolution of our Solar System. The
darkening skies of Earth are serving the purpose of precipitating the emergence of light from within
the soul of humanity on the cusp of a new evolutionary cycle. This marks a climactic moment in a
process underway for centuries, since the spiritual Hierarchy decided to accelerate the pace of human
evolution in preparation for the dawn of a higher order of life on Earth.
The human Soul is becoming central to this unfolding process as mediator between the world of outer
living, where the evolutionary process unfolds, and the inner realm of the Guides of the Race.
Approaching the juncture of these worlds, a new call goes forth from the spiritual Hierarchy to those
awakened souls who can hear it. We ask that all who read this letter receive it as your own, as if it
had been mailed to you in an envelope with your name on it. This is actually the case, except that the
mail is coming to you through a subtler mechanism.
In the coming days and weeks, the Earth will undergo massive change. We ask that you open your
hearts to it and release any forms of fear that bind you to the present scheme of things. This current
scheme, a transitory arrangement of manmade structures that form the modern material world, has
proven deadly to the soul of living beings. Left unchanged it would have arrested the evolutionary
flow of spirit into the world. No matter how disconcerting the coming changes may at first seem,
they are essential to the birth of a spiritual order of life on Earth.
A higher and subtler dimension of Life will appear, one in which the soul of humanity will flourish
and fulfill its vast potentials. Gone will be the world in which the race lived on the surface of life,
ignoring what lies below, behind, and above the outer appearance of things. When the veil is lifted
and the illusory separating walls between lives dissolve, the light of God will flood the Earth making
all things new. The love of God will fill the human heart, forging rivulets of spiritual love that will
flow into the ocean of the Life that is our Earth.
Let it be understood that this will not occur immediately, or suddenly, or without great effort and
vast strides on the part of evolving humanity. This is a vision currently held by the spiritual
Hierarchy, the heart center of Earth where the Guides of the Race now dwell. It is a vision that
sustains the will of God in materializing the divine purpose for the new 26,000 year cycle, when the
human being is destined to become a vessel of divine intelligence, love and will in the transformation
of Earth into a sacred planet.
What concerns Us now is the moment of planetary impact that will transform the physical Earth.
As you gather your thoughts and emotions, We urge you to bear in mind that the Soul is immortal.
Nothing of a physical nature can harm or threaten it. The soul endures through a long chain of
lifetimes, carrying with it the fruits of lessons learned, the light of expanded awareness, and the everunfolding love at its essence. The soul is the Self that dwells in a body ‘not built by human hands’ in
a realm of finer substance. It is consciousness itself and, as such, can never be extinguished.

On the contrary, the light of the soul grows through vast cycles of evolution, as does the intensity of
love that is its nature. These are not platitudes, despite the recent overuse of such words, but laws
governing the evolution of the human being and the greater group of which s/he forms a part. There
comes a time in the life of every individual on the Path of Return when the soul is sufficiently aware
to hear the music of the spheres and touch the currents of joy, and light, and love that suffuse these
spheres. This is what awaits in the age of spiritual enlightenment when inner union with the Source
of Life is realized and the sacred Temple of the new world is built -- by Humanity, working with the
Hierarchy, led by the Christ.
If you could hear Us now, you would recognize a note of joy in the stream of subtle music permeating
the Earth. The forces of evolution are completing the work of dismantling that which obstructs the
Plan of God, laying bear the firmament of light -- the foundation of the new world. The Great
Awakening of humanity accelerates with every tragedy that arouses intelligent response and every
disaster that evokes the love of the Soul. All is unfolding in alignment with the will of God.
Holy music resounds through the ethers on the eve of the cosmic shift to a field of higher vibratory
frequencies. There is celebration of the new dawn in Our Abode as the extended reign of darkness on
our planet reaches its climactic end. Bask in the rosy light of this dawn, inhale its redolent perfumes
and let the fragrance of divinity settle into the depths of your being. Be at peace in the knowledge
that old things are passing away as foretold by ancient prophecies, while divine evolutionary forces
chart the way toward the ‘new heaven and new earth.’
The time has come to know these things to be true. They can be registered by the mind without true
apprehension until they are beheld in the light of the Soul. May you open your hearts to receive the
fullness of this message. May the love of its source wash over you as you prepare for planetary
change. Let it be known in every atom of your being that the nature of God is Love, as is the true
nature of the soul, the divine spark. When the path of our sun crosses the center of the galaxy, the
great mystery of Love lying hidden in the heart of the Sun will be revealed. May the power of divine
love guide your steps through this emergence into greater Life.
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